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S000 - NATURAL: 

S001 - WHITE: 

S007 - DUSTY PINK: 

S018 - POWDER: 

S019 - SILVER GREY: 

S021 - DARK GREY: 

S022 - TEAL BLUE: 

S024 - GOLD: 

S032 - ICE BLUE: 

S042 - ROSE BAOBAB : 

S046 - SWEET BLUE: 

S049 - SAGE  GREEN

S050 - ANTIQUE BRONZE 

S048 - MELLOW  YELLOW

The secret of this tender pink resides in the fine shades of grey blending gracefully with the primary pigments, 
giving it a gentle powdery feel.

Simple and pure, eternally glowing with a delicate and radiant light.

Authentic essence of the cotton fabric smoothened by a slightly golden shade. 

A harmonious combination of natural and white, enhanced by subtle strokes of grey, beige and light pink. 

Perfect fusion of silver and grey, with a secret touch of shimmering green mineral undertones.

Perfect fusion of silver and grey, with a secret touch of shimmering green mineral undertones.

An earthy golden ochre interlaced with shades of brown, eternally intense and precious.

A vibrant blend that sways between blue and green tones according to the eye’s interpretation and the light.

This unique shade of blue oscillates between clear skies and thunderstorms, stillness and intensity.

A radiant exotic pink, enhanced by a light touch of brown, full of charm and a spirit of adventure.  

Subtle blend of light blue with discreet grey strokes, this pastel shade is so tender and dreamy that it takes you 
on a journey high up among the clouds.  

This subtle shade of green bordering on grey has a refreshing and soothing feel. Inspired by Nature, it is 
energising while giving the sensation of being connected to the Earth.

Antique bronze inspired by our signature Pompom, is an ode to warm vintage, it is luminous by its golden color, 
these words become magic... We love vintage.

A so pastel yellow tone, with a discreet golden glow, bringing a delicate and serene touch. 




